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The physical and psychological effects of
images on audiences had been widely resear-
ched after the Second World War. This post-
war interest emerged as a response to Nazi
film propaganda. Films such as „Der ewige
Jude“ (1940), „Ich klage an!“ (1941) and „Jud
Süß“ (1940) had seemingly succeeded to arou-
se revulsion and tangible fear among audi-
ences toward the perceived „enemies“ of the
German „Reich“. In contrast to the study of
such affects the specifically visual construc-
tion of the traumata, the non-representability
of denial or repression, has rarely been de-
constructed as a ‘meaning-maker’ within his-
torical, social, and more significantly political
contexts. Perhaps, paradoxically, it is the non-
representable empty space in narrativity rela-
ted to what psychoanalysis defines as the psy-
chological and physical impact of trauma that
is crucial here.

The origin of the anthology is an interdi-
sciplinary conference which was held at Ben-
Gurion University in Israel in 2012.1 The vol-
ume goes beyond the merely subjective to
explore the articulation of physical and psy-
chological expressions of trauma – the vo-
id – resulting from violence „as an analytical
tool to investigate the production of ‘cultural
meaning’“ (p. 4). It aims to decode the non-
representable state of the psyche as a mosaic
of forgotten expressions and repressed me-
mories which come back to social conscious-
ness via physical images. In this regard, the
volume explores the film narration, dramatur-
gy and aesthetics e.g. camera angles, lighting,
montage, shots, sounds in which trauma was
concealed and „integrated into the psyche of
narrations, history, mythology or ideology of
the nation“ (p. 9).

The book negotiates fundamental questions
in the study of trauma in cinema by intertwi-
ning the analysis of film language and style

with cultural psychology – both on a natio-
nal and individual level – thus articulating the
motivations and implications of violence and
its representation. The interpretive analysis
covers a diverse range of film types and gen-
res such as documentaries, avant-garde and
mainstream cinema and prompts a reevaluati-
on and interpretation of the horror of trauma
in different contexts, nations and periods.

Nevertheless, under the theoretical „meta-
narrative“ of „cultural trauma,“2 it also obli-
terates the empirical distinctions of each ex-
perience and produces a homogeneous treat-
ment and decoding of what might be regar-
ded as quite different and distinctive trauma-
ta. For example: Trauma of Holocaust survi-
vors, and the Jewish memory of their German
past were brought into discussion with stories
about traumatized Israeli soldiers. No distinc-
tion was made between male and female sol-
diers, who had voluntarily served in the Pa-
lestinian territory, and Israeli-Arab directors
who felt discriminated and fled the country.
All are captured as equal representatives of
the notion of trauma. Concerning this point,
Wulf Kansteiner and Harald Weilnböck pro-
vide a counterpoint to the trend prevailing in
this anthology, stressing that „post-traumatic
symptoms of various sorts can be caused by
many different factors, including seemingly
ordinary and pedestrian experiences, but that
fact makes it all the more important to dif-
ferentiate empirically and conceptually bet-
ween different forms of violence and their so-
cial and psychological consequences.“3

Another general feature in the theoretical
basis of the anthology is the psychoanalytic
therapeutic approach to trauma, suggesting
that repetition or the re-emergence of a hor-

1 „The Horrors of Trauma: Violence, Reenactment,
Nation, and Film“. International and interdiscipli-
nary conference at the Ben-Gurion University of
the Negev in Beer Sheva / Israel, 2012, May
13–15th; both the book and the conference have
been funded by the Rosa-Luxembourg Foundation
in Israel, <http://www.rosalux.co.il/files/uploaded
/ICI13052012ENG.pdf> (08.07.2015).

2 See Jeffrey C. Alexander, Trauma. A Social Theory,
Cambridge 2012.

3 Wulf Kansteiner / Harald Weilnböck, Against the Con-
cept of Cultural Trauma, in: Astrid Erll / Ansgar Nün-
ning (Eds.), Cultural Memory Studies. An Internatio-
nal and Interdisciplinary Handbook. Berlin/ New York
2008, pp. 229–240, here p. 236.
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rific event could stimulate a sense of relief
by reenacting, and in this way being able to
„handle“ trauma. While elaborating on va-
rious trauma theoreticians, among them Ca-
thy Caruth (1996), the introduction misses a
critical affirmation of Caruth’s approach on
this point, in which she warns „that any ef-
forts to verbalize and integrate traumatic ex-
periences will inevitably destroy the valuable
precision of trauma.“4

Covering film production from the 1960’s to
the present, the volume contains sixteen arti-
cles (chapters) from various scholarly fields.
It mainly put emphasis on classic examples of
„traumatized societies“ – Israel/Palestinian,
North America, and Germany. However, it al-
so covers cases from France, Great Britain and
the former USSR. Overall, the book is well-
structured, the articles are engaging and well
written, and it has many excellent illustrati-
ons that convey the atmosphere and mood of
the films and characters discussed.

Part I „Horror in Trauma Cinema“ explo-
res the notion of trauma as an artificial con-
struction of societies (p. 47). While the films
here are categorized within the genre of hor-
ror films the representations are situated wit-
hin the context of historical traumas. Thomas
Weber’s analysis of „CACHÉ“ (2005), Micha-
el Elm’s contribution on a selection of films by
Roman Polanski („The Fearless Vampire Kil-
lers“ 1967; „Rosemary’s Baby“, 1968; „Ninth
Gate“, 1999), and Christiane-Marie Abu Sa-
rah’s extended analysis of the modification of
Nazi iconography in Hollywood’s horror ci-
nema („Flesh Eaters“, 1964; „Blood Creek“,
2009; „Ratline“, 2011) integrate rich filmic re-
ferences to elucidate the role and power of
the mass media in shaping, and even creating,
traumatic memories as a bridge between dif-
ferent periods, events and historical memo-
ries. The first two sections also contain brief
references to the effects of the 9/11 attacks
and the „war on terrorism“ in the imagining
of violence.

Part II „Nazism and War“, primarily cen-
ters recent North American and mainstream
cinema. This section discusses films in which
past memories are displayed only by scatte-
red fragments and thus, like a dream, resist
attempts of being fully comprehended.
Dania Hückmann presents a dialectical in-

terpretation of „Inglorious Bastards’“ (2009)
„act of revenge“ through Freudian thought
and through Tarantino’s „revenge fantasy“
which disrupts the classic conventions of Ho-
locaust’s representations.
Daniel Müller deals with lost identity in Dun-
can Jones’ „Source Code“ (2011) and explo-
res how contemporary cinema helps to cope
with strategies of traumatic war experience.
Kerstin Stutterheim’s contribution examines
the dramaturgy and aesthetics in Scorsese’s
film „Shutter Island“ (2010). By drawing ar-
tistic parallels to „Ivan’s Childhood“ (1962)
by Andrei Tarkovsky, Stutterheim illuminates
the ability of both directors to intensify eit-
her characters who are driven by trauma or to
intensify those who may be „non-developing
characters “ (p. 128).

Part III „Memory and Trauma“, deals with
the sometimes contradictory perceptions of
individual subjects, challenging the obvious
ascription of certain experiences only to per-
petrators and others only to victims. Exami-
ning the discourse of trauma and Posttrau-
matic Stress Disorder (PTSD) within the con-
struction of national identity in the former
German Democratic Republic (GDR), Pablo
Fontana explores how traumatic memories
became a symbol of moral self-abnegation
and resilience in DEFA’S so called ‘THAW’
films „The Adventures of Werner Holt“ (1965)
and „Story of a Murder“ (1965). Jeanne Bin-
dernagel’s contribution on „Thomas Harlan’s
Stories of Fathers“ („Wundkanal“ and „Not-
re Nazi“ from 1984) shows how, in attempt
to come to terms with the past, the transpo-
sition of horror and guilt extends the empty
space „of the stage of history,“ (p. 170) and
within trans-generational perspectives, „Har-
lan finds no other image for distancing him-
self from the perpetrators than that of a vic-
tim“ (p. 176). Hinderk M. Emrich explores Im-
re Kertész’s novel and the photo-film „Fiasco“
(2010). Emrich engages with Kertész writing
on the psychic state of traumatization and its
requirement to adjust with the ‘concrete,’ the
‘real-reality’ as the only solution for a break-
down of the self. In this regard, Emrich ques-
tions: „To what extent are these photos [in
„Fiasco“] essentially ‘trauma pictures,’ cove-

4 Ibid. p. 233.
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red by replacements about the reality of the
traumatic past?“ (p. 183)

Parts IV and V focus on trauma in Israeli-
Palestinian experience and space. Danielle
Schwartz reflects critically on the „absent me-
mory“ of a Palestinian ruin in „Paratroopers“
(1977) and attempts to integrate the Palestini-
ans’ traumatic past into the discourse on the
Israeli identity crises during the 1970’s.
Isaac (Itsik) Rosen deals with paranoia and
trauma from the „here and now“ as it is repre-
sented in Haim Bouzaglo’s „Zeitgeist“ film
„Distortion“ (2004), produced during the se-
cond „Intifada“. He explores the aesthetics
and narrative formation of the „cinema of ur-
ban nightmare“ through Eco’s labyrinth mo-
del and Foucault’s panoptical structure as
a postmodern maze. Peter Grabher presents
aesthetic strategies in films made by Ula Ta-
bari („Private Investigation“ 2002; „Jinga48“
2009) and Elia Suleiman („The Time That Re-
mains“, 2009) drawing on what Gilles De-
leuze defines as „minor cinema.“ Struggling
against hegemonic discourses, Tabari and Su-
leiman construct their own Palestinian iden-
tities and memories as second-generation de-
scendants to the historical trauma of 1948.
This essay is followed by a transcribed con-
versation between Tabari and Peter Grabher
in which she relates her subjective political
and ideological thinking to art and the history
within.

Sandra Meiri discusses unconsciously
transferred traumas of female victims of
sexual violence during the Holocaust and
the affective responses to violence in a
trans-generational perspective. The chapter
explores the way in which a certain nightma-
re or fantasy of sexuality can function as a
„service of destruction“ (p. 284) reflected in
K. Tzetnik novels from the 1950’s and later
during the Eichmann trial as it appears in
„Stalags: Holocaust and Pornography in Is-
rael“ (2007) and the „Burning Mooki“ (2009).
Raya Morag’s perpetrator in „Sob’ Skirt“
(2002), a subjective post-traumatic filmic
confession of an ex-female Israeli soldier,
is reinterpreted in a contemporary Israeli
cultural-historical context.

The final chapter by Marcella Simoni, deals
with personal testimonies of Israel Defen-
se Forces soldiers in two recent Israeli films

by Nurit Kedar („Wasted“, 2007; „Concrete“,
2011) and by Shlomi Elkabetz („Testimony“,
2011). Simoni attempts to explore whether, in
course of time, these personal testimonies and
the trauma they contain could engage in the
formal national and political experience „as a
symptom of history“ (p. 317) and thus help
reshape the collective memory.

There is a general worry that the treatment
of the definition of trauma and the context in
which trauma originated is insufficiently ex-
plored, contested or problematized. The an-
thology doesn’t explore or represent perspec-
tives which would challenge its perspective
and there is no discussion of the sort of cri-
tical approaches to „cultural trauma“ that one
finds acknowledged by Kansteiner and Weiln-
böck. However, while it opens an interesting
and welcome line of inquiry, it also leaves
space for further analyses of and debates on
the processes it aims to explore.
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